You are both a pioneer and someone who inspires others and are comfortable with both straightforward assertive communication as well as engaging sociably with others.
You are a force to be reckoned with and situations, which others might find frightening or overwhelming, you will take in your stride.

You are likely to be a very persuasive person, using both your strength of opinion and your charm to convince those around you to go in the direction you choose.

You may seek leadership or main roles as you enjoy both the control and the recognition you receive from others.

**Empowering yourself**
You need challenge and excitement and should not shy away from setting yourself clear ambitious goals.

**Empowering others**
This is a traditional leadership profile in that you will empower others in a manner, which is engaging and has a strong foundation of assertiveness.

**Conflict**
It is likely that when you are in conflict situations, your pioneering spirit will come to the fore and you may choose to resolve conflict with force rather than charm. Confrontation is not something you are scared of or back away from.

**Careers**
Individuals who have both Pioneer and Inspiration often do well in careers where they are required to be both assertive as well as convincing. Typically you will do well in customer / people facing roles such as Sales and Corporate Training.